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Background

A commercial real estate talent matching network. Core users are ‘talent’ within the industry, 

businesses looking to hire, and administrators that facilitate the matching.
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User Types

Talent
Pre-vetted Commercial 

Real Estate Experts

Businesses
Project Leads Looking to 

Hire on the Platform

Admins
Bullpen Recruiters that 

Match and Approve Talent



Account Sign Up
Updating styles and add functionality



Core Problem to Solve

Current experience feels dated and cumbersome 

when completing the application process



Opportunity

Increase funnel conversions and 

overall efficiency of application reviews



Project Brief

Core Problem to Solve

Current experience feels dated and 
cumbersome when completing the 
application process

Opportunity

Increase funnel conversions and Overall 
efficiency of application reviews

Business Goals

● Improve applicant/acceptance rate
● Increase Talent Pool by 15-20% by EOY

First Log In Screen



Current State

Previous Solutions

Users use a series of windows and 
drop-downs to input their basic 
account information

Issues

Project Requirements

● Updated site styles
● Clear requirements
● Usability adjustments

● Unclear next steps
● Drop-downs are challenging to 

navigate with multi-select

Current drop down



Success Metrics

Style guide compliance

Built in Figma for future iterations

Completion rate increases



Plan/Approach

1. Conduct Initial Research
a. Internal: Review current system and speak with subject-matter experts
b. External: Competitive analysis and best practices
c. Joint: Create a word list of requirements 

2. Develop wireframe options
3. Review concept directions with stakeholder
4. Create medium fidelity and alternative states 
5. Engineering Review
6. Create high fidelity 
7. Final share with client and release to engineering
8. Q/A Review and adjustments as needed
9. Release



Roles and Tasks
3 person team

Consulted personal design 
network for industry standards 
and outside perspective

Timeline

2 weeks

Core Team

Stakeholders

My Roles and Responsibilities

Principal Designer
Researcher



Research

Internal 

● Reviewed and documented the current 
process

● Reviewed the internal application to 
understand how user-inputted 
information was later displayed

● Interview subject-matter experts to 
understand application requirements

External

● Documented alternative user flows 
in the market

● Spoke with design-network to better 
understand industry standards



Research Results
Key insights were largely 
centered around usability and 
communication to ensure users 
understood what was being 
asked of them

Missing key prerequisite 
information at the top of 
the Sign Up flow 

Drop-downs are 
cumbersome, repetitive, 
and drastically slow down 
the process

Post completion steps are 
unclear in the current tool



Wireframes



Wireframes
Based on subject matter expert:

● Need a way to validate minimum 
experience to qualify

Based on industry standards:

● A review step is needed to support 
higher talent adoption once accepted

Based on audit: 

● Next steps need to be more 
clearly defined

‘2 year minimum’ added to 
account creation credentials

Review Application page 
added before submission

Application Confirmation 
page added to outline next 

steps + email content



High Fidelity



High Fidelity
● ‘Chips’ system added to 

maximize space and 
communicate all options 
clearly to applicants

● Some dropdowns still 
proved to be the most 
efficient selection 
process and remained in 
the user flow

Original 

Updated



High Fidelity
Competitive analyst 
revealed that most 
sites allowed users to 
confirm information 
at the end of an 
application process



Prototype



Design Systems
● Created a design system in Figma 

using variants to demonstrated 
interactive elements

● Set the client up for future builds



Outcomes

UI Updates were implemented and applied to profile as 
well to create a more cohesive user experience

Design system is now established in Figma for further 
iterations and builds

User adoption has not seen any noticeable effects yet



Key Learning

By building the product interface within Figma, I worked in variables and 

prototyping to create a more communicative system between myself, 

engineering, and our stakeholder. 

Moving forward, I have implemented these project standards to all on-going 

work with the client to allow for scale-ability of components and page 

updates over time.


